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About This Game

Black Mist is a 2D, roguelike action game
that is aiming to provide tense atmosphere and impatience.

All stages are covered by darkness,
thus it is necessary to shoot shiny bullets to the darkness,

pay attention to the sounds from enemies, and move carefully.

But be careful... bullets and your life are shared as "Energy",
and the enemy's power and ferocity will be increase with the passage of time.

You have to annihilate the enemies in the room without a depletion of energy,
and seek for an exit.

Features

・RANDOM GENERATED MAP
The composition of the room, the position of the enemy,

the kinds of the enemy etc, changes every time.
You have to proceed while anticipating what kind of threat is lurking in the dark.
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・BLACK MIST
All stages are filled with Black Mist.

Black Mist will increase by passage of time, and if there is not enough energy,
enemy's power and durability will be more stronger, and behavior pattern will be dangerous.

・ENERGY
Energy is your life and is also your bullet.

Defeated enemy will drop energy certainly.

・EQUIPMENT and BATTERY
There are 49 kinds of equipment in this game.

To use equipment, there is need to set some batteries on it,
thus not all equipment can use at same time.

Battery can be removed and be reset into the other equipment.
However, it consumes a certain amount of energy when activate equipment,

it might be dangerous to replace equipment frequently.

・ENEMIES
There are 26 kinds of enemies in this game,

and every enemy has 2 superior versions that have different action pattern.
When you reach the end, there is LAST BOSS as 27th enemy.
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A neat little puzzle game to play in your free time.. It's just a cute tower defense game that keeps you entertained all the way
through the end.. for real iv seen roblox games with more content and less bugs. total waste of money vehicles is all over the
show cant control properly no proper guidelines. Honestly I find this game fun as hell, could do with more classes but its still in
early access. Love the maps, love RPG spamming!!
Better than infinte warfare!!!!. GAME IS\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

- Game mechanic is very \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
- You focus one enemy, but you hit another one.
- Same to elements, you focus door, but lightning torch.
- You try to dodge attacks by jumping in bunch of enemies, after 2 secs you are dead because you clicked twice W.
- You can have 90% avoidance, use 100% on CD your spells, fighting boss 20+ minutes.
- Than, he one hits you, you are dead, repeat until game is over only because of plot.
- Autosaves 1 per 10 hours. If you died and forgot to save, run around like a dumb doing again what you have done already.
- If some NPC on your way and you can not pass. Wait hours until he moves or kill him.
- Monsters disappear when far out of their location, even in vanila world of warcraft they run back to their positions.
- Game crashes
- First mobs on easiest difficulty can one hit, no, really, this is not combo but one, single hit.
- Many items are displayed as can be taken, but you can not access to them, path is blocked.
- Loot disappears too fast, after 1-2 minutes.
- Map sometimes bugged, it shows previous location, scroll up and down will not help you, you can not see geralt on the map.
- Graphics, yeah, i play with auto selected, high graphics, too much contrast, what should be lighter is black, what should be
dark is black hole. Shadows.... At night grass and some object which should not but they are are shining. There are many kind of
this crap.
- Optimization isbad. It consumes a lot of graphics and CPU memory when should not. For example in house, 12 GB 3.5 GHZ
DDR4 and about 2-3 GB video GTX 1060. I have some screenshots in my profile of unusual, unexpected things which I could
picture.
- You fight elite creature 15 minutes to open chest with 3 orens. When new armor or weap costs 5 000 orens.
- Some enemies can not be killed, this will be like Dark Souls even on easiest difficulty, you will die, and die, and die no matter
what. You may want to kill it, but you can not. I love TES where you can kill most of NPC.
- You can not interract with things while in \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 combat, at all, you have to kill enemies to
run away for example. So if you are locked in room with high lvl foe, you dead whatever you do. This is game huge bug,
liability.
- After combat, you have to wait 5+ second to loot. If you killed 20+ in row, which attacks you every 4 seconds, to loot them
you have to wait. Imagine now, you killed 1 000+ enemies during game, if you wish to loot every, this is 5 000 seconds only
waiting. Multiply now this time for every player who played. This is thousands of hours only waiting to access damn loot.
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- I understand developers love doors, because they watched GoT and like Hodor much. But creating so many doors without any
sense, like door, after 5 meters one more, and than one more. What for? It takes about 10 second to open and pass single door.
Such a waste of time.
- Items crafting useless, unless you ready to spend 20 hours to get 1 reagent of 50.
- Potions? Same to crafting, spend a lot of time to craft single potion, or do not spend at all.
- Game imballanced, if you set easy level, with best gear in epilog enemies will be same like on hard but on hard, they can not
be killed at all.
- You can be killed while EXECUTING WTFFF???!! Imagine you are 40+ lvl, to kill enemy to farm energy to one shot it. And
then, while you perform execution, you are one shoot by someone else. Useless talents.
- Because of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 cut scenes, you can not prepare field for buttle, like set traps. As result
more useless\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 You do not have time to
set them after cut scene, because you are dead already.
- Enemies disappear, I mean they see you but you cant. Bug.
- Never fight with mages. NEVER! They are can teleport when you are close and immune for melee dmg with shield. This crap
is OP. Only tactics to fight them, like seek and hide, somehow hit them with magic or or stick, than hide. It will take couple
ours, or days, but at least you will kill them.
- You can not control you character well, to dodge attack you have do some shitytricky stuff. But you will be dead anyway.
- Game should be polished, at least more 100 years. Or never been released.
- There is no way to restore health during combat, if you face enemy and can not kill and run, game bugged. For example boss.
Area locked, nowhere to hide, it a field, you can not run or kill it. That is it, game over. Remove game and forget about it.
- Your enemies casting spellf faster than you. Your signs is useles\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 during combat. If
you start casting it, you get rotation, combo on you, you are dead.
- YOu cant hit enemy, mage when he cast teleportation. No way, when you get close, he teleports or casts shield. You are dead.

You warned, you can buy it only for some ingame 7its and good plot.

 When I finished this game, I hated it so much as 1-st one. This game is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665nowadays, I
would not recommend to buy it. This game IS REALLY SUCKS.

There are also many additional UI, AI, logic, mechanic bugs.
I would suggest to remove this game from Steam at all.. This game is just the kind of puzzle games that I like: demand you to
think until you get an headache :D. I'm generally very bad in 3d so I find this game very challenging but the feeling: yea I finally
did it right is more then enough to keep me playing :).. The DLC is pretty cool if you love DEATHSMILES. One more
character with 3 more stages. Its like Deathsmiles in space to me. Seems as tho Taito \/ Degica is out for a money grab at first
sight, but its actually a pretty decent DLC, the $5 isn't really too bad, if you must though, just wait for it to come on sale.
Generally speaking DARIUSBURST CS is quite expensive for a shmup, but has tons of content. Sadly there are no continues, so
as a casual gamer whos merely average with shmups, i may actually never get to the end on this one, so sad really....

PS. anyone considering an DLC on D:CS, each pack gives you a unique ship with its own strengths and weaknesses and also you
can choose any installed DLC stages or D:CS stage, you can really mix things up! very unique concept to me...
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10\/10 would bang (into the AI, because they help each other to win just to spite my obviously superior skills.).

Also made me fail my A levels.. This game is surprisingly addictive.. Not as fun as the original. buggy.. great game for a cheap
price, after dying a few times you will know how to survive the night :#. Let me preface this by saying that I really liked this
game so far. I think that all the characters are awesome and that the story is pretty funny and interesting. Basically this game is a
8/10 in my book probably 9/10 once it is finished. But there is one small problem that makes me so angry when I see it and its
inevitable. It's Ethan and his ♥♥♥♥ing ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t♥♥♥♥♥name reminds me of Heavy Rain a game that I really hate and
every time I just hear David Cage's Dumb♥♥♥♥♥saying Ethan in a broking french accent every time and its just enfuriating.
Just had to get that out there, the game is still awesome though I hope I didn't ruin Ethan for any of you.. Fun little horror game.
A bit short but otherwise fun.. Good game wish it worked on linux. Looking forward to trying SR2.
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